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On December 8, 2018, Wigdor LLP Partner Jeanne M. Christensen will be a featured speaker at Get
Money Get Paid, a one-day conference in Brooklyn, NY that is all about empowering women to harness
their leadership potential at work.  The conference is hosted by Ladies Get Paid, a national advocacy
organization that teaches women how to navigate workplace politics and policies in order to elevate
their careers and get paid what they deserve.  The organization is also known for supporting policies that
work to make workplaces more inclusive and to eliminate the gender wage gap.

Ms. Christensen’s upcoming panel is titled “The Changemakers.”  As a leading plaintiffs’ attorney who
has helped hundreds of women combat gender discrimination and sexual harassment, Ms. Christensen
will discuss how to advocate for yourself in the workplace in order to help earn the wages you deserve,
drive positive social change and promote a culture of respect for all women.  She will be joined by co-
panelists Netta Jenkins, the Head of Diversity and Inclusion for IAC Applications, and Katie Bethell, the
Founder and Executive Director of Paid Leave U.S., a national organization fighting to win paid family and
medical leave for all.  View the full conference agenda here.

Jeanne M. Christensen
Featured Speaker

Get Money Get Paid 2018

Registration Info:

Get Money Get Paid
Saturday, December 8, 2018
9:30am – 6:00pm
BKLYN Studios
445 Albee Square West Brooklyn, NY, 11001

About Jeanne M. Christensen:

Jeanne M. Christensen is a Partner at Wigdor LLP. Ms. Christensen is one of the most prominent female
attorneys within the field of employment litigation, having represented thousands of plaintiffs in federal
and state workplace disputes including, but not limited to, sexual harassment, discrimination on the basis
of gender, race, age, pregnancy, disability, LGBT+ status and/or religion, whistleblower retaliation,
defamation and wage and hour violations. 

Ms. Christensen is known for being a fervent supporter of women’s rights in the workplace.  Her reputation
includes representing female plaintiffs in some of the most widely-publicized cases involving sexual
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harassment, unequal pay, and gender and pregnancy discrimination in recent years. She is also an active
member of the Time’s Up Legal Defense Fund’s attorney network, the National Association of Consumer
Advocates and Public Justice. Currently, she represents survivors of sexual assault by Uber drivers in a
proposed class action against Uber, as well as the plaintiff in a lawsuit alleging systemic gender
discrimination and unequal pay at Point72 Asset Management, which was lauded by The New York Times
as “among the most prominent to accuse a major Wall Street firm of workplace misconduct amid a
national reckoning on sexual harassment.”

About Wigdor LLP

Wigdor LLP is widely considered one of the leading employment law firms in the country. Founded in 2003,
Wigdor LLP specializes in litigating complex cases, representing individual executives as well as current
and former employees in a variety of employment law matters.

Our attorneys are highly experienced in the successful litigation of class action, multi- plaintiff and
individual plaintiff discrimination, harassment, whistle blower, wage – and- hour and related law suits. It is
hard to imagine another law Firm that has had such an impact in the employment field over the last
decade. Remarkably the Firm’s results have been included in the New York Law Journal’s top verdicts six
out of the last eight years, including the number one employment verdict in 2011 and number one disability
discrimination verdict in 2012. The Firm also has a strong track record in criminal law, sports and
entertainment law, civil rights and catastrophic torts.

The hallmark of our practice, and our promise to you, quite simply is: Unparalleled dedication, commitment
and integrity in all of our work. We work for the individual client, treating each case as unique, maintaining
the same high level of commitment throughout a matter. We have achieved groundbreaking legal
precedents and results due to our abilities, experience and resources with the Firm also receiving
consistent recognition from our clients, Judges, and even our adversaries.


